Vehicles D6 / Aquatic Airspeeder
Aquatic Airspeeder
On a world where civilization extends both across the land and into the
depths of oceans, a transport that can handle both of these enviroments is
quite useful.
The Teraii Motor Corporation's SAS-Model XI aquatic airspeeder is one of
the most common personal transports on Teraii. They frequent both the
airways and the oceans of the planet, providing easy access to Teraii's
submerged capitol city.
The SAS-Model XI is a sleek vehicle with a hatch located on either side of
it to provide easy underwater docking and easy access on the surface. For
atmospheric flight, the Model XI is equipped with a Nekkid Repulsors
RPE-Gi repulsorlift engine which has an effective flight altitude of 47
kilometers. For underwater travel, it is equipped with retractable
(retracted when in flight) turbo-maneuvering propellers.
Some Teraii citizens have installed various weapons systems onto their
aquatic airspeeders ranging from torpedoes to blaster cannons. Possession
of such items on Teraii is punishable by immediate exile off world and often
results in the destruction of the item(s) in question.
Craft: Teraii Motor Corporation's SAS-Model XI Aquatic Airspeeder
Type: Submarine/airspeeder hybrid
Scale: Speeder
Length: 6.8 meters
Skill: Repulsorlift operation: Aquatic airspeeder
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 3
Cargo Capacity: 45 kilograms
Cover: Full
Altitude Range: Ground - 47 kilometers
Depth Range: Surface - 20 kilometers
Cost: 7,200 (new), 2,600 (used)
Availability: 3, F
Maneuverability: 2D (out of water), 1D (under water)
Move: 210; 600 kmh (out of water), 70; 200 kmh (under water)
Body: 2D
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